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The art of moral suasion
There has been more jawboning from Reserve Bank of Australia Governor Glenn Stevens over the
weekend on the Aussie dollar, and I reckon this, combined with better news out of the US, is going to
see a fall in the local currency later this year.
What does that mean for stocks? Well I’m glad you asked. Today I outline a couple set to benefit like
the energy giants BHP and Rio, and in Shortlisted we take a further look at CSL and Origin.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, Paul Rickard explains why taking a transition to retirement
pension is a no brainer, and James Dunn examines the top trusts for high-yield. In Buy, Sell, Hold –
what the brokers say, Crown and Wotif got upgraded, auction clearance rates continue to show
strength in our weekly report and technical expert Gary Stone examines whether WorleyParsons is
about to break higher.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Dollar down! What yield stocks?
by Peter Switzer
With the Reserve Bank Governor Glenn Stevens
playing the soothsayer in The Weekend Australian
warning that our dollar could “slump on US rate rise”,
the question is, is your portfolio set for such an
occurrence?
Of course, I should add, accepting a tip on the dollar
is like believing tips from jockeys, who historically are
hopeless judges. Our dollar is a real tricky
conveyance as it regularly has a 13-cent range on an
annual basis! (That fact surprised me when a
prominent economist pointed it out to me recently.)
But let’s take Glenn’s tip on the basis he knows
better than jockeys and ask when might it happen?
My guess is that it COULD happen before October
and that’s when QE3 is expected to end. So, the
dollar could dive ahead of that event, as forex traders
tend to anticipate the future. (If it happens later, then
you might be set a little early but better early than
never. Is that a new saying?)

So the Oz dollar would dive on a biggish sell-off on
Wall Street. But when the strength of the US
economy begins to outweigh the fear of the end of
QE3 and the beginning of higher interest rates, I
don’t think this time there would be a rebound for the
Aussie currency because the greenback will be on
the rise.
What will be the trigger for the stock market and
dollar dive? Try very good economic data plus better
than expected earnings from US companies. If this
double shows up, then Janet Yellen will be forced to
juggle the worries of inflation, when to raise interest
rates, the negative impact on stock prices and its
effect on confidence.
Yellen would love to pull off the perfect play, which is
a combination of economic growth, more jobs, a
rising stock market and reasonable inflation. But she
won’t pull the trigger on rates too early and ruin the
confidence the Fed has built, unless the economy
and earnings tell her she has to.

The big picture
Stocks to play
Currently the Fed is cutting back its QE3 bond buying
by $US15 billion a month and so the big watch will be
on US economic data. If it keeps coming in better
than expected, then October will be seen as a shoe in
for the end of QE3.
Some experts argue that after QE1 and QE2 ended
the market fell over 15%, so the end of QE3 could
follow suit, but I recall the US economy was crap
then, so this time it could be different.
Different? I’ve seen and heard that before and it
seldom is but I would argue a sell-off could easily
happen in, or before, October and there will be a hell
of a lot more dip-buyers than after QE1 and QE2. And
I will be one of them, as I was after QE1 and QE2
ended, as long-time readers and clients might recall.

So, the question for you is, is your portfolio set to
benefit from a lower dollar?
The big miners BHP and Rio will do well, as should
the two energy outfits — Woodside, which is not a bad
yield play nowadays, and Santos.
Woodside, with grossing up, has dividends over 6%
and BHP and Rio are around 5%, which makes them
worth considering as dividend stocks. If the dollar
drives up their share price, there could be a win-win
outcome.
FN Arena’s Rudi Fillapek Vandyke says Origin is the
best-placed gas miner and he draws his info from his
surveying of analysts.
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Away from the dirty stuff and Flight Centre is a
company to benefit from a low dollar and my contacts
in the travel industry always use Flight Centre as the
benchmark for the sector.
If you really want to punt, QBE will benefit from a
lower dollar and a stronger US economy — that’s
when people have money for insurance — but Paul
Rickard and I think insurance companies are risky
plays, so please yourself on this one.
Going smaller, I noted a company I put you on to last
year, Ardent Leisure, which has done well, is a strong
recommendation from a number of sources I respect.
As it earns a lot of its income in the US and draws
foreign tourists with its local attractions, the lower
dollar should be good for the company.
And here is one worth thinking about, which has been
a beauty for my SMSF — the SPDR S&P/ASX 200
(STW) exchange traded fund. If you accept that a
lower dollar will be the catalyst to push up our stock
market from its current level of around 5486 to say
6300, which is the adjusted level many experts talk
about because of the capital raisings post-GFC, then
there could be a 15% gain, plus dividends, by simply
playing the index!
(Our all-time high was around 6700 but because of
capital raisings it has been peeled back to 6300 and
the relevance for me is that I believe we will pass our
old all-time high before we see another market crash.
This doesn’t ALWAYS happen but it has a good
record.)
Over the next few weeks, I’m going to pursue
companies poised to do well when the dollar falls and
I want to find good dividend payers in this group as
well, such as Ardent Leisure.
And over that time, keep monitoring the big Es —
earnings and economic data especially from the US.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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The “no brainer” strategy for over 55s
by Paul Rickard
During our regular ‘Super Show’ on 2GB last
Tuesday night at 9.00pm (if you are outside Sydney
you can listen online), Peter and I were blown away
by the number of calls about the “transition to
retirement” (TTR) pension.
Every time we say that taking a TTR is a “no
brainer”, we get the same sort of reaction. When you
turn 55, the only reasons I can think of to not take one
is if your fund doesn’t allow it or if it is going to
charge you some horrendous fee (this shouldn’t be a
problem for any SMSF).
SMSFs that pay a TTR pension may also incur an
additional cost of arranging an actuarial certificate –
however, these can now be done for around $300 to
$400 and are easy to organise.
With the higher caps in 2014/15, there are more
reasons than ever to consider taking a TTR pension
in conjunction with making salary sacrifice
contributions into super – which is known as the
“income swap” strategy. You don’t have to do it in
conjunction with salary sacrifice – just taking the TTR
will generate a lot of the benefit because the
investment earnings on the assets supporting the
pension will be taxed at 0%, rather than 15%.
So, if you’re aged between 55 and 65 and are still
working, start taking a TTR. Here are the numbers to
prove why you should do it.
The “income swap strategy”
This strategy involves taking a TTR pension from
your super, and then putting money back into super
via salary sacrifice. It’s an “income swap” or “cash
neutral” because you are left with the same number
of after tax dollars to cover your living and other
costs.

Essentially, the strategy works because on
commencing the pension, your existing super balance
is transferred out of ‘accumulation’ mode into
‘pension’ mode. This is important because your fund
doesn’t pay any tax on the investment earnings in
pension mode. Meanwhile, the amount salary
sacrificed into super is taxed at the lowest
concessional rate available to super funds.
The pension income you receive substitutes for the
cash salary forgone by salary sacrificing, and the
re-contribution of the salary sacrifice amount back
into your super fund compensates for the pension
payment.
A worked example
Let’s look at an example where we assume that the
member is 56 years old, earning a cash salary of
$100,000 and their employer contributes $9,500 into
their super account (the compulsory 9.50%).
The member elects to salary sacrifice the maximum
amount into super – which is $25,500 (the
concessional cap of $35,000, less the employer
contribution of $9,500).
Further, we assume that their superannuation
balance is $300,000 at the start of the year, and that
the investment return on this is 7% per annum.
Let’s calculate the numbers and compare the
difference between the default case where the
strategy is not used (i.e. without the TTR), and then
the case where the strategy is applied (with TTR).
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With and without a TTR strategy

members will pay some tax during this period.
Some points to note
Firstly, there are rules that govern maximum and
minimum TTR pension payments. On the maximum
side, the pension can’t be more than 10% of the
member’s start of year balance. The minimum
pension payment is 4%, which on a super balance of
$300,000 is $12,000. Also, once a TTR pension is
commenced, it can’t be commuted (back to a lump
sum cash withdrawal) unless a condition of release,
such as permanent retirement, is met.
Most importantly, the other limitation to this strategy is
the concessional contributions cap limit, which in
2014/15 for those aged 50 or more is $35,000. Tax at
your marginal tax rate is payable on any excess
contributions, so don’t go over it. The cap includes
employer contributions, salary sacrifice contributions
and for the self employed, contributions for which a
tax deduction is claimed.
The TTR income swap strategy is one of the simplest
ways to increase your superannuation account
balance. And in case you are worried, the ATO has
stated (admittedly in a press release only) that this
strategy doesn’t breach the Part IV A general
anti-avoidance rules.

* Assumes 7% net earnings. For simplicity, assumes
all contributions and pension payment are made at
the end of the year.
Breaking it down

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

In both cases, the member has the same after tax
income of $73,053. However, by using the Transition
to Retirement income swap strategy, the member’s
superannuation balance has grown by an additional
$4,358 ($330,283 compared to $325,925 where there
is no TTR). This is the impact over just one year – if
the strategy is commenced at age 55, the total
increase in the member’s account balance over 10
years would be in excess of $50,000.
Further, the strategy becomes even more tax
effective at age 60 because the pension payment
ceases to be taxable. Between ages 55 and 60, the
pension is included in the member’s taxable income.
Although a tax offset of 15% is available, most
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The top trusts with high-yields
by James Dunn
The search for yield sees investors scouring fund
performance figures, looking for the stellar returns
figures that jump out at them. These days, post-GFC,
there really should not be any investors left who do
not understand that (a), with higher returns,
necessarily come higher risks, and (b) that past
performance statistics can never be a guarantee that
a fund will generate similar numbers going forward.
But even in the hitherto unexciting fixed-income field,
there are some high-quality managers, doing different
kinds of things that are posting some highly attractive
returns.

cash/fixed-interest/credit space have to do a bit of
work to find out exactly what their funds invest in. But
the flipside of that situation is that there are some
highly interesting funds in that field, generating very
interesting returns – with the caveat that a value-led
bull run has helped fixed-income products in general,
and arguably, investors are becoming a touch
complacent in this space.
The funds
Some of the candidates in this space that are worth a
look are the following funds:

Setting the scene
Part of this is the addition in recent years of credit
investments to the fixed-interest asset class (some
investors see this as an asset class in its own right.)
‘Credit’ is associated mostly with corporate credit
risk. The term covers corporate investment-grade
bonds (those rated BBB- or higher), corporate
high-yield bonds and corporate loans – instruments
which may include interest rate risk but also have a
clear element of ‘credit’ risk with respect to the
credit quality of the issuing company – as well as
‘synthetic’ credit products, such as collateralised
loan obligations (CLOs) and credit derivatives.
Unconstrained, active Australian managers can play
in all of these spaces if they choose – and some of
them are very good at it.
Also playing some role is the re-emergence of
mortgage securitisation, and the return of residential
mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) as a potential
investment in the interest-bearing space. This market
virtually closed in the GFC, but in the 12 months to
April, more than $6 billion of new RMBS issues
returned to the Australian market.
These developments have widened the investment
field, so that investors looking at the enhanced

The $2.5 billion Kapstream Absolute Return
Income Fund. Since inception in May 2007, the fund
has returned 6.03% a year, net of fees, investing
across the full spectrum of interest-bearing
investments, and going ‘short’ (selling investments
with a view to buying them back, to profit from falling
prices.) The minimum investment in this fund is
$10,000.
The $1.02 billion Bentham Global Income Fund,
which invests in a wide range of global fixed-income
and credit investments, including convertible notes,
syndicated loans, hybrid securities, bank capital
securities, credit securities, CLOs and RMBS. Since
inception in September 2003, the Bentham Global
Income Fund has returned 8.3% a year after fees.
The minimum investment in this fund is $10,000.
The $45.5 million Bentham Wholesale High Yield
Fund, which invests mainly in sub-investment-grade
US corporate debt securities (that is, high-yield
bonds), as well as smaller exposure to syndicated
loans and collateralised debt obligations (CDOs).
Since inception in October 1998, the Bentham
Wholesale High Yield Fund has racked up 9.2% a
year in total net return. In recent years, with low
interest rates, this return has been even stronger: in
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the five years to 31 May 2014, the fund has
generated an outstanding 17.6% a year. Over three
years, the performance declines to a still-stellar 12%
a year and over the last 12 months, investors have
been rewarded with 9.7%. The minimum investment
in this fund is $10,000.

Limited, is also an RMBS ‘packager’ and issuer –
and a big chunk of the trust’s assets are invested in
Firstmac’s RMBS (any such investment by the trust
must be on commercial arm’s length terms or on
terms less favourable to Firstmac than commercial
arm’s length terms.)

The $1.1 billion Perennial Tactical Income Fund –
invests in domestic fixed-interest and cash, minimum
investment $25,000 – has returned 7.5% a year over
five years, 6% a year over three years and 5.8% in
the last 12 months.

That aside, since inception the Firstmac High Livez
Trust has earned a total return of 8.4%, net of fees,
made up of 6.8% in distribution return, and 1.6% in
growth return. Over the year to 31 May 2014, the total
return was 8.6%, consisting of 5.9% distribution
return, and 2.7% in growth return.

The $1.6 billion Colonial First State Global Credit
Income Fund – invests in domestic fixed-interest –
minimum investment $5,000 – has returned 8.2% a
year over the last five years (to 30 June), 6.7% a year
over three years, and 8.2% in the last 12 months.
The $2.1 billion Macquarie Income Opportunities
Fund – invests in domestic and international
fixed-interest and mortgages – minimum investment
$20,000 – has returned 7.2% a year over the last five
years (to 30 June), 5.6% a year over three years, and
4.9% in the last 12 months.
The $570 million Perpetual Diversified Income
Fund – invests in domestic and international
fixed-interest and mortgages – minimum investment
$25,000 – has returned 7.9% a year over the last five
years (to 30 June), 6.2% a year over three years, and
5.7% in the last 12 months.

While it would not make sense to invest your whole
fixed-interest allocation in this fund, adding its virtually
unique RMBS exposure to your portfolio – in a small
dose – it could be an option. As with every part of
your portfolio, the fixed-interest/credit portion should
be as well diversified as possible.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

The $250 million UBS Diversified Credit – invests in
domestic and international fixed-interest – minimum
investment $20,000 – has returned 10.8% a year over
the last five years (to 30 June), 7.1% a year over
three years, and 7.2% in the last 12 months.
Lastly, an interesting alternative is the Firstmac High
Livez Trust, launched in December 2011. This is the
only fund in the Australian market to specialise in
investing in RMBS (it can also invest in other forms of
asset-backed securities, commercial paper and
short-term money-market securities.) While this
means that FirstMac High Livez Trust is a relatively
high-yielding income-generating investment from a
source not usually tapped, adding diversification to an
income portfolio, there is a conflict of interest of sorts,
in that the parent group, Brisbane-based Firstmac
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Above the surface, last week was all about brokers
adjusting for lower-than-expected bulk commodities
prices in the first two quarters of the calendar year.
On the positive side, equities remain supported by
ongoing positive developments at companies
accompanied by turnaround fortunes for energy
stocks and selected miners.
In the good books
Crown Resorts (CWN) was upgraded to Neutral from
Underperform by Credit Suisse. Declining Macau
revenues have sent Crown’s share price south of
late and the broker has lowered earnings forecasts by
4-9% but expects MPEL to rebound after overcoming
a bad debt situation and as gambler focus redirects
from the World Cup. In Australia, VIP has not seen
the same weakness as in Macau but soft consumer
sentiment has hit mass gaming. A drop in price down
to close to the broker’s target has prompted an
upgrade to Neutral.

expects the financial performance will improve in
FY15. The target is raised to $2.40 from $2.25. Credit
Suisse thinks recent management changes provide
an opportunity to create more proactive and
internationally benchmarked merchandise and
marketing strategies, as well as elevate e-commerce.
Nufarm (NUF) was upgraded to Neutral from Sell by
Citi. The broker has changed analysts for Nufarm and
has increased the target to $4.65 from $4.20.
Earnings forecasts have been trimmed to reflect US
weakness but balance sheet improvements and the
prospect of solid FY15 growth, particularly in Latin
America, should offer share support.
Wotif.com (WTF) was upgraded to Neutral from Sell
by Citi and to Neutral from Underperform by Credit
Suisse following the bid by Expedia. Expedia has
offered $3.30 a share for Wotif.com and secured an
option to acquire 19.9% from the founders in the case
that a rival bid is made and Expedia matches the
offer. Citi thinks the likelihood of a rival bid is low. The
broker thinks it is a good time for Expedia to increase
its investment in Australia when domestic tourism is
at cyclical lows, given the strong Australian dollar.
Credit Suisse believes the board and key shareholder
support for the Expedia offer and the trading update
confirms the increasing competitive pressure on
Wotif.com. It thinks the bid is opportunistic, given
Wotif.com was trading at over $4.00 a share back in
December.
In the not-so-good books

Credit Suisse upgraded Myer (MYR) to Outperform
from Neutral, believing the stock to be inexpensive
with a defensible dividend yield. The broker also

Acrux (ACR) was downgraded to Underperform from
Neutral by Macquarie. Competition is intensifying,
generics are entering the testosterone market and
Macquarie has decided to downgrade to
Underperform from Neutral. Generics that are
entering the market will not be exactly
interchangeable with Axiron but Macquarie suspects
they will be used as a bargaining tool to reduce
branded prices.
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Regis Resources (RRL) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse. Ahead
of the company’s quarterly update, although no date
has been set, Credit Suisse aligns long-term grade
assumptions with FY15 guidance and adds a notional
$20 million transaction value for McPhillamys. Credit
Suisse expects the next reserve statement to reflect a
decline in reserve grades to those outlined in the
FY16 guidance.
Earnings Forecast

Energy Resources (ERA) was downgraded to
Underperform from Outperform by Credit Suisse.
ERA’s production report revealed results for Ranger
Deeps drilling that the broker considers to be poor. It
appears that mining Deeps will be more expensive
than earlier assumed and the broker suggests upside
potential from the project now appears to have
“vanished”. ERA is a binary call, the broker points
out, hinged on whether Deeps goes ahead or it
doesn’t. The latter is becoming increasingly more
likely, hence the broker has double downgraded to
Underperform from Outperform and dropped its target
to 50c from $1.50.
Iluka Resources (ILU) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie. Macquarie
thinks Iluka is poorly placed in a rapidly evolving
market where large scale, upstream ilmenite
producers are set to benefit. The broker
acknowledges there is a lot to like about the stock, as
it offers leverage to rising mineral sands prices, but
envisages significant risk to medium-term earnings
estimates.
Pacific Brands (PBG) was downgraded to Sell from
Neutral by UBS. Pacific Brands’ CEO has quit over
strategic differences with the board. The broker
wonders whether more executives might follow him
out the door. Meanwhile PBG has sought outside
advice, and the broker believes it will press on with
cost restructuring and other strategies while courting
takeover suitors before appointing a new leader. The
broker can’t see anyone stepping up, and has
downgraded to Sell as the business deteriorates.

FNArena tabulates the views of eight major Australian
and international stock brokers: BA-Merrill Lynch,
CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Shortlisted – CSL and Origin
by Penny Pryor
Before he spoke to The Australian on the weekend,
Reserve Bank of Australia governor, Glenn Stevens,
was talking down the Aussie dollar in a speech in
Hobart a few weeks ago.
“Nonetheless, we think that investors are
underestimating the likelihood of a significant fall in
the Australian dollar at some point,” he said then.

that sector – Santos and Origin – is for Origin.
“I would switch to Origin myself on a risk-adjusted
basis,” he said.
Origin Energy (ORG)

The Aussie dollar has tried to come off, and will come
off more if the economic data in the US continues to
be good, everyone gets more comfortable with the
idea of QE tapering and the US dollar rises.
Peter mentions a bunch of stocks in his report today
that could do well and another one to add to the list is
CSL.
“CSL remains an often mentioned company that
should do well with a dollar fall – if and when it
happens!”
CSL (CSL)

Some are also offering decent yields. Woodside is
offering around 6.3% fully franked.
“While admittedly the risk attached to those dividends
[is] not the same as Telstra or the banks, a lot of
analysts believe they are sustainable,” he said.
Even if they can’t be maintained at these levels,
yields should be sustained at levels not much lower.
“More and more people in the SMSF sector are
looking to add Woodside to their portfolio because
they can’t just add another bank,” he said.

Switzer Super Report expert and owner of FN Arena,
Rudi Filapek-Vandyck said on the Switzer TV show
on Sky Business last week that the oil and gas sector
in Australia is going through a period of
transformation.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Origin is turning itself into a major gas player and
Rudi’s preference between the two big companies in
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WorleyParsons ready for rise
by Gary Stone
WorleyParsons (WOR) is a $4.5 billion market
capitalised constituent of the ASX50 Index. Its share
price has been in a downtrend for over three years.
There are a number of technical patterns and events
that have occurred over the last seven to eight
months that are signalling a high probability set up for
WorleyParsons’s (WOR) share price to rise from
lows not visited since February 2009 and, before that,
February 2006.
Worley has suffered some poor news to do with profit
downgrades over the last year or so and has also
suffered negative sentiment at the hands of the
so-called “end of resources boom” in Australia.
However, more than 75% of WorleyParson’s
revenue is generated offshore with revenues having
grown by more than 10 fold over the last 10 years.
Technical patterns
The first technical pattern to highlight is the
completion of the fourth consecutive quarterly swing
low. The swing highs and lows are shown on the daily
chart below by the bold blue swing lines joining the
peaks and troughs, also known as zig zags.
A new swing low is completed when a new quarterly
high is reached. By quarterly I mean 63 day, 13 week
or three month. This means that the share price
needs to rise to a new 63-day, 13-week and/or
three-month high close, on a daily, weekly and/or
monthly chart, respectively, to confirm that the low,
which was reached on 27 March, was indeed the
quarterly swing low and that the price wasn’t going to
fall further before another peak is completed.
The new quarterly high close is a set-up signal in its
own right. However, such a signal typically requires
other confirming technical patterns.

Source: Beyond Charts
The second technical pattern to highlight is the basing
pattern that has evolved since December last year,
which can be seen at bottom right of the above chart
between the two lowest horizontal lines. The basing
pattern is essentially a range where the peaks and
troughs form at roughly the same respective levels
forming a rectangle shape.
Thirdly, a breakout has occurred to the upside out of
the basing pattern. This is a prominent technical
event, where previous selling resistance can no
longer withstand buying pressure. Buyers collectively
overcome the fear that another peak will form and
that the price will head lower again to a level where
previous troughs have formed. This breakout event
signals the potential change from down to up trend.
Fourthly, the basing pattern peaks formed a
resistance level that coincided relatively close to a
Fibonacci 14.6% retracement level, which is also the
level above which the price breakout occurred.
A last pattern to discuss is the gap that formed in
November 2013 when Worley’s price dropped from
the $21.50 level down to around the $16 level without
any trades in-between. There are three types of gap:
breakaway, runaway and exhaustion. Which gap type
any particular gap actually is typically requires further
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price action to develop to confirm the gap type. The
view that I have formed from the combined analysis
above is that this gap is an exhaustion gap, meaning
that the price fall from above $33 in June 2011 to
current has potentially been exhausted, meaning, in
turn, that selling pressure has been exhausted and
hence there is a high probability that prices will rise
from these relatively low levels.
Technicians now look for the gap to be filled. This
process has started over the last two to three weeks
with Worley’s price breaking above the mid $17 level
and now continuing to rise into the gap between
$17.50 and $21.
Why might this swing low actually be a significant
low?
The six-month basing pattern is the clincher in the
above chart as to why I believe that this bottom may
be different to the other bottoms that have occurred
as Worley’s price has continued to fall to new lows.
Previous quarterly swing troughs were sharp
V-bottoms, whereas this low has formed in the midst
of a sideways moving strength-building basing
pattern. Combine this with the other analysis above
and my view is that there is a high probability for a
decent price rise out of the basing pattern.

would reach the previous swing peak both of which
should make this area a serious resistance zone.
Along the way, Worley’s rise should stall when it
finds some resistance after filling the exhaustion gap
and reaching the 38.2% Fibonacci retracement level.
This zone should be $21.00 to $21.95.
However, where there is upside there is also the
potential for downside, which must always be
protected. If the above scenarios do not eventuate,
for whatever reason, and price falls then a protective
stop should be placed marginally below $16.80.
Gary Stone is the Founder and Managing Director of
Share Wealth Systems.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Furthermore, one of Share Wealth Systems investing
methods, Intelledgence, a longer term near passive
investment system that looks for exhaustion
situations, provided an entry signal for WOR during
June at $17.47.
Worley target
The first target of around $19.00 to $19.20, the 23.6%
Fibonacci retracement level, has already been
reached, even though it fell a few cents short. The
Worley price is currently in a short-term retracement
and may retrace further to around the $17.50 area. Or
it may have completed this short term dip and rise
directly from its 11 July close of $18.44.
In the medium to longer term over the next few
months, should the change in trend from down to up
continue, then Worley should head towards the
$24.00 to $24.20 zone. This would complete a 50%
retracement of the June 2011 to June 2014 fall and
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Spring break for property
by Staff Reporter
The national clearance rate has shown a rising trend
over the past four weeks, and if it continues, we
should experience clearance rates at the 70% mark
just in time for spring, according to RP Data
spokesperson Robert Larocca.
For the week ending 13 July, the preliminary
weighted clearance rate across capital cities was
68.7%, compared with 68.9% last week, and 67.7%
this time last year.

while Melbourne’s median house price was $485,000
after over 1,800 sales. RP Data recorded home value
statistics for over 6,500 house sales across the
combined capital cities and on average, it would cost
an individual over $530,000 dollars to make a
purchase.
RP Data’s Cameron Kusher reported that over the
12 months to April this year, property sales between
$400,000 and $600,000 accounted for the greatest
number of sales of houses and units, at 34.5%.

Weekly clearance rate, combined capital cities
The average time on market for houses in Sydney
was 30 days, and was just 28 days for units.
Melbourne’s houses were sold in 41 days on
average, while units were sold in 47 days.
Capital city average time on market and vendor
discounting results

In Sydney this week, the preliminary clearance rate
came in at 76.4%, which is a solid increase from last
week’s rate of 72.4%. In Melbourne, the preliminary
clearance rate was slightly down on last week’s
71.4%, coming in at 67%.
Capital city auction statistics (preliminary)

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

The median price for houses in Sydney sat at
$665,000, after more than 2,000 sales were made,
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